ABSTRACT. We prove that the function~v Kli(bxl'*)Ku(axll'1)
rby-/Ili(ax1l3)Ii,(bx1l2) ©'
/"(fceVa^iax1/3) also is the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible probability distribution. It is known that in the limit as v -► oo, the infinite divisibility property holds for both functions.
Introduction.
A probability distribution on [0, oo) is said to be infinitely divisible if and only if for every natural number n, the nth root of its Laplace transform is a Laplace transform of a probability distribution. A function / denned on (0, oo) and of class C°° is said to be completely monotonie if (-l)n/(n)(x) > 0 on (0, oo) for all n. The connection between infinitely divisible distributions and completely monotonie functions is expressed in the following theorem (see [5, p. 450]): THEOREM 1. The function w is the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible probability distribution on [0, oo) if and only ifw = e~h where h(0-\-) = 0 and hi is completely monotonie.
In §2 we shall prove the following result: THEOREM 2. Let K\ be the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Then~u
is the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible probability distribution when v > p > 0 and b > a > 0.
As v increases without limit, Kv(x) ~ (2i/)"-1/2e-l':r;-lV/2 (see, for example [8] ). Hence
(b\*K¿bxV*)
F(x-,p!oe) = (-)1^m-y
The limiting case (u -► oo) of Theorem 2 was proved by Ismail and Kelker [9] using complex variable and special functions methods. Kent [11] and Wendel [14] independently encountered the same distribution (v = oo) in their studies of Bessel processes and Brownian motion, and established its infinite divisibility property by probabilistic methods. Ismail and May [10] provided an integral representation of the probability density function as the Laplace transform of a transcendental function. Miller [12, p. 82] proved that F(x; p, v) is monotone decreasing, a result needed in certain hypothesis testing problems. In §3 we shall establish an integral representation of F(x; p, v) as a Stieltjes transform. This implies, for example, that F(z; p, v) has positive real part when z lies in the right half-plane. The Stieltjes transform seems to play an important role in infinite divisibility problems, and in the theory of orthogonal polynomials (see [2, 3, 9, 10] ).
We conjecture that if v > p > 0 and b > a > 0, then the function
is also the Laplace transform of an infinitely divisible probability distribution; here 7\ is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. and the conjecture reduces to a known result, see [9, 10, 14] . In §4 we shall discuss this conjecture and formulate an equivalent conjecture involving functions that resemble theta functions. 2. Proof of Theorem 2. Our argument will be to show that
has a completely monotonie derivative and that /i(O-f-) = 0. Then we may invoke Theorem 1 to complete the proof. Clearly h is well defined since F(x; p, u) is positive on [0, oo). Now (see [1, p. 375]) as x -> 0 +,
This implies that h(0-\-) = 0 since F(Q-\-;p,v) = 1. Using the recursion relation [13, p. 
The integral representation [7] where 7" and Y"" are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively, enables us to express h' in the form 
